Casebook Roundtable Workshop

Law and Race: Consensus and Controversy in Twenty-First Century America

Stanford Law School
Friday and Saturday April 26-27, 2013

Description

This is a special roundtable workshop to discuss the chapters of a first of its kind casebook that examines the intersection of race and the law. The book, scheduled for publication in 2014 is the result of a collaboration of Rick Banks, Guy Charles, and Kim Forde-Mazrui, of Stanford, Duke and the University of Virginia law schools, respectively.

The roundtable is scheduled for Friday and Saturday, April 26-27, 2013, at Stanford Law School. The study of race and law, a field that has traditionally been marginalized, increasingly faces distinct challenges in a national climate that views the relevance of studying race as suspect. A growing sentiment is that recognizing, much less emphasizing, the salience of race in our legal system is misguided and even irresponsible. The roundtable will reflect upon the range of questions, controversies and aspirations that the study of race and law should entail and it will critique our book's effectiveness at promoting these goals. Our book aims to enable law students to understand the continuing and evolving relationship between race and law, and how law, in its many forms, might best be refashioned to advance racial justice.

The roundtable will consist of a series of sessions, each of which will focus on one or two draft chapters of the casebook. The chapters, commentators and schedule are listed in the following pages.
Chapter Commentators:

(1) Introduction
   Ian Haney-Lopez, Berkeley
   Devon Carbado, UCLA
   Olati Johnson, Columbia

(2) Intimacy and Family
   Rose Cuisón Villazor, UC Davis
   Camille Gear Rich, USC

(3) Primary and Secondary Education
   Bill Koski, Stanford
   Margalynne Armstrong, Santa Clara University

(4) Higher Education
   Kimberly West-Faulcon, Loyola LA
   Dean Rachel Moran, UCLA

(5) Employment Discrimination
   Mario Barnes, UC Irvine
   Rich Ford, Stanford

(6) Housing and Other Markets
   Sheryll Cashin, Georgetown
   Daria Roithmayr, USC

(7) Hate Speech & Crimes
   Justin Driver, University of Texas
   Bob Chang, Seattle University

(8) Political Participation
   Jack Chin, UC Davis
   Stephen Rich, USC

(9) Policing & Criminal Adjudication/Punishment: (Criminal Justice)
   Dean Kevin Johnson (Policing), UC Davis
   Jennifer Chacon (Adjudication), UC Irvine
Schedule

Friday April 26

8:00-8:30am Breakfast  
Neukom Terrace

8:30-9:45am Intimacy (Camille Gear Rich & Rose Cuison Villazor)  
Manning Faculty Lounge

10:00-11:15am Primary & Secondary Education (Bill Koski & Margalynne Armstrong)  
Manning Faculty Lounge

11:30am Lunch  
Dean’s Conference Room

11:45am-1:00pm (over lunch) - Markets: Housing & Contracting (Sheryll Cashin & Daria Roithmayr)  
Manning Faculty Lounge

1:15-2:30pm Politics (Jack Chin & Stephen Rich)  
Manning Faculty Lounge

2:45-4:00pm Employment Discrimination (Mario Barnes & Rich Ford)  
Manning Faculty Lounge

4:15-5:30pm Hate Speech (Justin Driver & Bob Chang)  
Manning Faculty Lounge

6:30pm Dinner  
Home of Rick Banks and Jennifer Eberhardt

Saturday April 27

8:30-9:00am Breakfast  
Neukom Terrace

9:00-10:15am Higher Education (Kimberly West-Faulcon & Dean Rachel Moran)  
Manning Faculty Lounge

10:30am-12:15pm Criminal Justice (Dean Kevin Johnson, Policing; Jennifer Chacon, Adjudication)  
Manning Faculty Lounge

12:15pm Lunch  
Dean’s Conference Room

12:30-2:30pm (over lunch) Introduction (Ian Haney-Lopez, Devon Carbado, & Olati Johnson)  
Manning Faculty Lounge